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Introduction Nothing connects like video. As the Internet gets even faster and more global, digital video is making its own new stars, changing how news is reported, and has the potential to aﬀect the rise and fall of governments. In the last decade, digital has made video incredibly easy to produce and watch, bringing new energy to media companies, content creators, and advertisers. Big brands are ﬁnding more ways to connect with video viewers across the web. Traditional print publishers are ﬁnding new audiences and revenue streams in video, while entertainment broadcasters are moving to online distribution. One thing all these diverse industries have in common: their ad models are evolving to make the most from digital video. Google partners with many advertisers and publishers who are embracing the video opportunity, which is why we're presenting this collection of research notes with insights gleaned from Google’s video advertising solutions. We'll highlight some of the transformative changes in digital instream video advertising so far, and add more as new ﬁndings are uncovered. We hope you ﬁnd it useful.
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Insights from DoubleClick - Video advertising momentum



Video ads: A story of growth



Introduction The digital video landscape is rapidly changing as more and more advertisers and publishers jump into video advertising. Over 2012 and the ﬁrst quarter of 2013, advertiser demand was strong across all publisher content verticals. This section takes a snapshot of the global in-stream video advertising market comparing Jan - Mar 2012 with 2013, contrasting growth in top advertiser categories and publisher verticals.



Some notes about the ﬁndings: Advertising that runs on YouTube or other Google-owned web properties is not included. All analyses are based on instream video ads displayed within a video player, either as a pre-roll, mid-roll, or post-roll. Not included: overlays, text ads, or video ads played in rich media ad units outside a video player. All the metrics in this report are sourced in aggregate from Google video advertising platforms, including DoubleClick for Advertisers (DFA), DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP), the DoubleClick Ad Exchange, and the Google Display Network. Each advertiser’s category and each publisher’s vertical are determined by their top-level web property subject matter. We haven't included video ad networks or demand-side platforms that bought video ad campaigns where our platforms cannot identify the originating advertiser’s category. This global analysis is based on billions of served video ads which are aggregated to preserve conﬁdentiality.
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Brand advertisers dominate the video ad landscape Brand advertisers rule video share-of-voice



68



%



of all video impressions came from the top 4 advertiser categories: Automotive, Retail, Technology, and CPG. These categories are dominated by large advertisers looking to



New advertisers are catching up



2 5 out of



of all video ad impressions during Jan Mar 2013 came from advertisers new to digital video. Most of these were large brand advertisers.



maximize branding opportunities.



Top advertiser categories by video advertising share-of-voice



Share of total video ads
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Automotive



Retail



Technology



Consumer Packaged Goods



19% 18% 17% 14%



Top advertiser categories by video advertising growth



Growth in video ads year-on-year change



Retail



Finance



Healthcare



Classiﬁed & Local



197% 225% 193% 256%



It’s a close race. Brand advertisers are jumping into digital video, ﬁnding their audiences across the web. The top video ad buyers switch between Automotive, Retail, Technology, and CPG throughout the year, with most of these categories posting double-digit year-on-year growth.



Of the big players, Retail advertisers have been gaining share, nearly tripling their video advertising impressions year-on-year. Finance, Healthcare, and Classiﬁeds & Local advertisers also posted video ad growth that was higher than the rest of the market.



Source: Video ads served on DFA and the Ad Exchange, Mar 2012 - March 2013



Source: Video ads served on DFA and the Ad Exchange, Jan 2012 - March 2013
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Who are the top publishers in video monetization? Publishers are selling more video



x2



Digital video a winner for News sites



x3



In-stream video advertising doubled year on year.



Top publisher verticals by video ad impressions



Growth in monetized video ads year-on-year change



News publishers tripled video monetization volume



Arts & Entertainment



News



Sports



Computers & Electronics



66%



201%



165%



450%



The majority of video monetization occurs on Arts & Entertainment sites. These publishers account for the majority of all video ad impressions, with a healthy 66% YoY growth rate. Approximately two-thirds of these sites are traditional TV and cable networks. The rest are predominantly music and entertainment video aggregator sites. But strong growth from major publisher verticals News, Sports, and Computers & Electronics sites are helping these publishers expand their share. These sites grew above market rates, indicating that digital video is becoming a major revenue source for these publishers.



Source: Video ads served on DFA and the Ad Exchange, Jan 2012 - March 2013



Autos & Vehicles sites are in demand. Autos & Vehicles sites were the largest beneﬁciary of strong Automotive advertiser demand for their audiences, going from essentially zero inventory to being a top 10 vertical. Shopping and People & Society sites accounted for smaller shares of impressions, but showed signiﬁcant yearly video monetization growth.
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What does this mean for me? Advertisers: Digital video advertising is essential for brand campaigns, especially if you’re an Automotive, Retail, Technology, or CPG advertiser. Advertisers are ﬁnding their audiences in digital video and are posting double-digit impression increases.



New to video? You’re in good company. If you’re an advertiser new to digital video, you’re surﬁng the trend: 2 in 5 video ads in Jan - Mar 2013 came from advertisers new to digital video. Advertiser categories outside the big four are posting double-digit growth rates.



Publishers: Video content attracts brand advertisers. Invest in a video content strategy. News publishers are leading the way by developing their own original content, growing their viewership, and tripling their video ad monetization. If you are not a video content creator, partner with aggregators and syndicators to drive viewership on your site.



Grow video viewership. Brands are looking for their audiences all over the web. Deliver new audiences by ﬁnding potential viewers on distribution channels or syndicators.
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Insights from DoubleClick - Video advertising momentum



New ways of buying and selling video ads: the programmatic channel



Introduction Growing numbers of advertisers and publishers are embracing programmatic channels for video advertising. What are programmatic channels? They're real-time markets created by ad exchanges, where advertisers, publishers, and networks can buy and sell video ads and reach their audiences at scale with lower transaction costs and fewer manual processes. Ad exchanges have many beneﬁts. We’ve identiﬁed some key ones in the Publisher and Advertiser primers that follow.



x3



In-stream video ad impressions tripled year on year on the DoubleClick Ad Exchange, from strong advertiser demand and publisher interest. (Jan - Mar 2012 to 2013)



Some notes about the ﬁndings: These ﬁndings are based on instream video ads served on the DoubleClick Ad Exchange, in 2012 to 2013. Advertising that runs on YouTube or other Google-owned web properties is not included. All analyses are based on instream video ads displayed within a video player, either as a pre-roll, mid-roll, or post-roll. Not included: overlays, text ads, or video ads played in rich media ad units outside a video player. This analysis is based on billions of served video ads which are aggregated to preserve conﬁdentiality.
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Video ad exchanges: a publisher’s primer Selling video ads on an ad exchange can boost publishers’ overall revenue from video advertising - here’s why.



view count:



1 0 0 0 9



billion million



PRIVATE EXCHANGE



Increase total revenue. When multiple demand sources exist, ad exchanges can choose the highest-paying ad for every open spot. They also help ﬁll unexpected increases in views, as when a video becomes suddenly popular. Flexible controls. Publishers can prevent sales channel conﬂict while tapping into budgets as advertising spend shifts to programmatic. Various controls are available such as CPM ﬂoors, advertiser blocklists, and private exchanges, which give publishers better control on how to represent their inventory. Reaching new advertisers. A video ad exchange taps into all sources of demand, including advertisers that your direct sales force does not reach.
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New ways of buying and selling video ads: programmatic channel



More video publishers are monetizing their video content on the Ad Exchange. In 2013, the number of publishers more than doubled year on year. (Jan - Mar 2012 to 2013)



Video ad exchanges: an advertiser’s primer Ad exchange buying helps advertisers reach targeted audiences at scale.



Targeted audiences across many destinations. Buyers can use targeting criteria when accessing inventory programmatically. Examples are audience, geographic, day-parting, language, frequency and pacing controls.



Real time decisions. Budgets can be re-allocated quickly and easily to make sure spend is ﬂowing towards top performing inventory.



Eﬃcient workﬂow. Ad exchanges streamline workﬂows between advertisers and publishers, and simplify video ad delivery by serving one creative across many publisher sites, devices and viewing environments.



Video advertising momentum



Advertisers have embraced video ads on the DoubleClick Ad Exchange. Nearly every advertiser category posted double-digit spend and impression increases each quarter.



New ways of buying and selling video ads: programmatic channel
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Which advertisers are using programmatic video? Nearly all advertiser categories on the Ad Exchange posted double-digit growth in spend and video ad impressions each quarter.



As more advertisers and publishers embrace programmatic channels, these advertiser verticals are leading the charge.



Top advertiser categories by share of total video ads



Year-on-year growth in spend (2012 - 2013)



Retail and Automotive advertisers have come out tops in programmatic video, increasing spend by 4X in Jan - March 2013. Retail and Automotive are also the largest video advertisers in the market overall. .



88% of total programmatic video ads were from the top advertiser categories. Retail



360%



Automotive



Media & Entertainment



Technology



Consumer Packaged Goods



384%



30%



48%



38%



Source: Video ads served in the U.S. on the DoubleClick Ad Exchange, Jan 2013 - Mar 2013
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Retail and Automotive advertisers quadrupled spend.



Video advertising momentum



New ways of buying and selling video ads: programmatic channel



The top spending advertiser categories rotated between Retail, Automotive, Media & Entertainment, CPG, and Technology advertisers.



CPG advertisers are still ramping up. While CPG advertisers are in the top ﬁve and posted double-digit spend growth, they’re not as dominant in the use of programmatic channels for video advertising compared with their overall investment in video ads.



What does this mean for me? Advertisers: Find your audience across the web in real-time on the Ad Exchange. The number of publishers selling video on the Ad Exchange has doubled year on year, making it even easier for advertisers to reach their consumers. Improve eﬃciency. Save time by working with a single platform to get the impressions you need, when you need them. Leverage the Ad Exchange’s real-time bidder for improved eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness.



Publishers: Maximize yield. Open up a portion of your video sales to programmatic buyers. You can do this either through a private exchange with your most valued advertisers, or by looking for higher yields on the open exchange. Access more advertisers for your video content. Brand and performance advertisers are embracing programmatic video. Nearly all advertiser categories posted double-digit growth rates in spend each quarter.
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Insights from DoubleClick - Video advertising momentum



The rise of viewer choice



Introduction Not long ago, viewers organized their lives around the weekly TV schedule. These days they choose what and when they watch, and that's changing advertising. Giving viewers a choice — in the videos they watch and the ads they see — is proving to be a good thing for both publishers and advertisers. We’re now seeing greater interest in skippable video ads, driven by the popularity of YouTube’s TrueView in-stream format.



Some notes about the ﬁndings: For audience drop-oﬀ rates, we compared skippable instream and standard instream ads on video content monetized by the DoubleClick Ad Exchange and the Google Display Network, during Jan-Mar 2013. The audience drop-oﬀ rate analysis does not include video ads run on Google owned & operated properties, such as YouTube. All analyses are based on instream video ads displayed within a video player, either as a pre-roll, mid-roll, or post-roll. Not included: overlays, text ads, or video ads played in rich media ad units outside a video player.
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Skippable Formats Skippable video ads oﬀer viewers the option to skip the ad. This changes the standard model of video advertising from forced viewership to viewership by choice, giving advertisers and publishers incentives to deliver a better ad experience. In our studies with skippable ads, we’ve seen that advertisers, publishers and viewers beneﬁt from letting viewers decide which ads they want to watch.



TrueView in-stream video ads are bought through AdWords for video, where advertisers pay on a cost-per view basis. TrueView in-stream ads allow the viewer to skip after 5 seconds with viewed ads adding to the advertiser’s YouTube viewcount. Other skippable ad formats can be bought and sold on a CPM basis through Doubleclick for Publishers and the Ad Exchange.
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The rise of viewer choice



Everyone wins Advertiser



Viewer



Publisher



Skippable ads increase engagement



Viewers get a better experience



Reduce video abandonment



More advertisers began using skippable ads



In another previous Google and Ipsos study,



Skippable ads — whether skipped or not



on the Ad Exchange in the past year. An



we found that 4 out of 5 viewers prefer



— keep audiences on publishers' sites



earlier Google and Ipsos study found that



TrueView to standard in-stream ads+.



longer to watch more video overall. We



people who choose to watch a skippable



Skippable ads deliver relevant experiences



found that skippable ads deliver 50%



TrueView instream pre-roll are 75% more



for users, enabling them to only watch



more attention by reducing viewer



engaged than users forced to watch a



videos that they choose, whether those



drop-oﬀ rates compared to standard



standard pre-roll*. In addition, skippable ads



videos are ads or content. Viewer-friendly



in-stream ads++. Demand for skippable



scored higher in brand favorability and



experiences are more eﬀective for



ads remains strong: in the latter half of



purchase intent. Advertisers who buy on a



advertisers and provide increased



2012, the eﬀective CPM for skippable ads



cost-per-view basis reduce wasted



monetization for publishers. In general,



grew at double the rate of standard



impressions since they don’t pay unless



viewers choose not to skip an ad 15-45% of



in-stream ads.



their ad is watched to completion.



the time.



75



+



%



50%



Skip Ad



Sources:



*YouTube TrueView Study, Google/YouTube/Ipsos, US, Jan 2012 +YouTube Skippable Pre Roll Ads Research Study, Google/YouTube/Ipsos, April 2011 ++Skippable vs normal instream video ads for publishers (excl. YouTube) on the DoubleClick Ad Exchange & Google Display Network, March 2013
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What does this mean for me? Today, viewers have a lot of choice in what to watch. Skippable video ads engage viewers, keep them around longer, and beneﬁt both publishers and advertisers.



Advertisers: Use skippable ads to ﬁnd and reach engaged viewers. Once you know which audiences watched your video, you open other possibilities to connect with those users, including remarketing or storyboarding a continued message.



Publishers: Elevate the viewer experience. Skippable video ads help you strike the right balance between ads and video content without sacriﬁcing revenue or viewer experience. You can sell skippable ads to your largest advertisers through DoubleClick for Publishers, or access skippable formats on the Ad Exchange.
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The rise of viewer choice



Google’s video solutions DoubleClick



YouTube



Google’s DoubleClick products provide ad management and ad



As the world's largest video platform, YouTube is where an



serving solutions to companies that buy, create or sell online advertising. The world’s top marketers, publishers, ad networks and agencies use DoubleClick products as the foundation for their online advertising businesses. With deep expertise in ad serving, media planning, search management, rich media, video and mobile, our DoubleClick products help customers execute their digital media strategy more eﬀectively.



entire generation is shaping what matters in content and culture today. By connecting brands, creators and over a billion users each month, YouTube provides a forum for creative expression, meaningful participation and unprecedented choice. Together, we are reinventing the way video is produced, distributed and consumed. For more information, visit www.youtube.com



For more information, visit www.google.com/doubleclick



Ads



DoubleClick Ad Exchange



Google Display Network



DoubleClick Ad Exchange (AdX) connects the world’s top



The Google Display Network reaches 80 percent of internet



publishers and buyers in a massive, transparent marketplace.



users worldwide, serving hundreds of billions of impressions to



For advertisers, agencies and ad networks, AdX makes it easy to



more than 500 million users each month – spanning just about



reach target audiences at scale and across every device and



everywhere around the globe. From mass media to niche sites,



format. And for publishers, AdX provides robust insights and



advertisers can ﬁnd engaged audiences and achieve



controls, and it connects seamlessly with the DoubleClick for



performance at scale through our innovative targeting



Publishers (DFP) ad management platform so it's easy to



technology. Using our tools, advertisers can build ads, measure



maximize revenue across all sales channels.



results, optimize campaigns, and expand their advertising reach



For more information, visit www.google.com/doubleclick



to speciﬁc audiences all over the web. For more information, visit www.google.com/displaynetwork
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